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About This Game

Runeyana is an RPG that combines Hack and Slash action. It evokes a story of bravery, strength, courage, trust and the desire to
overcome destiny. Set in a deep, responsive, huge world, you will explore a beautiful sprawling land gaining the trust of various
species scattered throughout the world. As in real life, you will cope with internal racial tensions by obtaining their trust through

reputation. Use unique weapons and craft your character in both physical and psychological customisation.

Features

  Role Playing Game mixing Hack and Slash action
  Online trade and looting support

  Leveling up
  Learn your enemies’ abilities.

  Storyline based on the ancient gods of Runeyana
  Game goes through the bone age to the stone age

  Questing and NPC system
  Pet system too!

  Create your own army
  Buy your own buildings and hire guardians to protect yourself from players online. Become the King of Alteos by owning as

many buildings as possible.
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Title: Runeyana
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, RPG
Developer:
Blackturn Ltd
Publisher:
Blackturn Ltd
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 8800

Sound Card: Integrated audio

English
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This game is really nice and my children love it, especially youngest. It's relaxing and fun. While game is in active development
new patches are coming from developer regularly, bugs are fixed, new features introduced and that is very good. I've been
playing this game on mobile before and it looks really good over there too.

Music is fun, but repetitive although in the newest update now you can choose what to listen. I'm sure more and more tracks will
be introduced, and may be ability to "randomize" playlist.

As the game is in early access, so reviews like mine are not good representation of the current status of the game as more and
more bugs are eliminated, reviews are outdated quickly, that why I'd recommend this game but not white about bugs :D. Not
worthy of 6.99.. As a bit of an airship enthusiast I was really impressed with Hindenburg VR experience. The author got every
little detail right, including the front and back control center, pathways inside the airship, engine rooms, smoking room,
restaurant, A and B passenger rooms and even illustrations on the walls! I visited a Zeppelin Museum in Friedrichshafen, but
here I actually learned more details about the Hindenburg internals.
People who are dissapointed with this VR app are probably so because this is not a real game. It is a VR experience, and after
you visit every place in the airship and play with scenarios (Hindenburg disaster and RC Hindenburg) there is not much else to
do. It took me below two hours to finish everything. Still, I am interested in the topic, so it was good use of my money.. 
https://youtu.be/-vhxbxKSfDc

Take on match-3 gameplay that builds levels from any music track thrown at it. At the core this sounds like a good idea, but
even based on the provide tracks the levels are woefully short and don't produce an experience all that compelling across
multiple game modes. The ability to generate levels based on audio tracks to produce infinite levels falls short if none of them
are interesting to play.. The music is good, the company, not so much.
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All about that game screaming "We are love monkey series!". Especially the third (The Curse of Monkey Island). Graphics and
stylistics, music and selection menu, separation on charters - not just resembling, it’s direct copy (Especially last part of game).
But plot is different and voice acting is perfect.The weakest part of the game is the graphics and animation, it's often very
pathetic and crummy. But if the secondary does not scare you (or you don’t play third monkey game) - it's worth. Highly
recommend.. Very good little game, not too scary. a perfect way to introduce people to VR horror.. The poison gun is pretty
great, the rifle would be 100x better if it only fired in single shot, 3 round burst is nothing more than a waste of ammo. Despite
the typos, it's a tidy little turn-based mech game. Battles are short and sweet, you must balance three types of resources as well
as research, production and crew training, and there are enough colour schemes to allow you to deploy the most garish mech
squad you can think of. Short and predictable story, but still worth a spin.. The game is rather frustrating since it does not
explain its mechanics. This would be fine, if this was intended as a casual time-wasting clicker. And the game does give this
impression. However, one of the three tutorial levels is on achieving a high-score. Apparently, the devs intended the game to
have a strategy element. Also fine. But, please, do explain the whole mechanics! At the start of each level a number of stats are
given for the bacteria. What do they mean? How is the strength of the bacteria each turn determined? And what is it important
for? Questions, over questions, over questions.

And what is with the 5 turns limit per level? Give unlimited turns and award stars for finishing withing certain amount of turns,
if you like that. Or introduce difficulty levels that control the amount of turns available. And giving stars just for score?
Honestly, I do not understand why the others so much like this game. It is a strategic nightmare.

Well, maybe I approached the game with the wrong expectations.. ing god dammit thumbtack. This is an arcade game. Audio is
in Chinese. Vive controllers do not really work and I have to use an Xbox controller or keyboard and mouse. There are 3 views;
above and behind the tank, riding on the tank and inside the tank. The inside tank view is pretty cool but there is no VR function
and you aim using a monitor. You start the game with a T55 and having played about 1 hour, I am still using the T55. Single
player gameplay is pretty much, drive to the green arrow. Once you get to the green arrow, enemy tanks and later, helicopters
appear. Destroy these and move on to the next green arrow and new enemies. This is not a very advanced game, but I do enjoy
it. I am looking forward to some in depth tank simulations in VR, but this one is very simple, but fun.
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